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Extended Abstract

Classic techniques for proving termination require the identification of a measure
mapping program states to the elements of a well founded domain and to show that
this measure decreases with each iteration of a loop in the program. This is a global
termination condition — there is a single measure which must be shown to decrease
over all of the loops in the program. In this abstract we look at systems based on local
termination conditions which allow the involvement of different well founded domains
and termination measures for different loops in the program. We illustrate the practical
advantages of applying local criteria in automated termination proving systems and
demonstrate how Ramsey’s Theorem clarifies their formal justification.

Consider the following Prolog program defining the Ackermann function. There
are three recursive calls in the program giving rise to loops in the executions of the
program.

ackermann(0,N,s(N)).
ackermann(s(M),0,Res) :-

ackermann(M,s(0),Res).

ackermann(s(M),s(N),Res) :-
ackermann(s(M),N,Res1),
ackermann(M,Res1,Res).

It is straightforward to observe for each recursive call a suitable measure to guarantee
the termination of the corresponding loop. In the first and third recursive calls, the size
of the first argument decreases from s(M) to M and in the second recursive call from
s(N) to N. However, this type of argument on its own does not guarantee a proof of
termination. The classic approach requires to find a single global measure such that
the size decreases for each of the three recursive calls. For the above example the
lexicographic order over the tuple consisting of the sizes of first and second argument
will do. Moreover, as demonstrated by the following program, considering individual
“syntactic” loops in this way does not always lead to a correct argument for termination.

p(s(X),Y) :- p(X,s(Y)).
p(X,s(Y)) :- p(s(X),Y).
p(0,0).

Here, it is easy to observe for each of the two recursive calls, a suitable measure to guar-
antee the termination of the corresponding loop. Yet the program does not terminate as
execution can oscillate indefinitely between the two recursive clauses.

The approach based on finding termination measures for individual loops basically
requires us to show that all loops terminate. But care must be taken to consider also
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loops obtained by composition of others. As the previous example shows, it does not
suffice to consider the individual recursive calls in a program. As a loop, we consider
any pair of subsequent calls to the same predicate. In the example, there are – apart
from the loops introduced by the direct recursive calls – additional loops such as those
indicated by the first and last atoms in: p(s(s(X)),Y) � p(s(X),Y) � p(X,Y)
and p(s(X),Y) � p(X,s(Y)) � p(s(X),Y). It is the latter which represents the
potential for nonterminating execution.

Basing termination on individual loops has two main advantages: First, local termi-
nation measures are simpler. They are easier to identify, both by the human user as well
as when aiming for automated proofs. Moreover, there are many cases in which proofs
based on local measures involve applying linear functions while corresponding global
measures involve nonlinear functions or lexicographic orders. As a consequence, ana-
lyzers implemented to use linear techniques go farther when based on local instead of
global termination conditions. Second, when programs contain termination bugs, the
local approach indicates more clearly which loops are problematic.

In the logic programming context, a termination test based on local measures is first
introduced in [6]. This work provides the basis for the Termilog analyzer described in
[4] where size information between subsequent calls is represented by graphs. The
nodes in such a graph represent program arguments and edges represent relations be-
tween their sizes. A similar approach is considered in the functional setting as pre-
sented in [3]. Codish and Taboch continue this line of work in [2] providing a formal
semantic basis which makes loops observable and an implementation based on linear
constraints on size variables instead of on graphs. The resulting analyzer is TerminWeb
[7].

This abstract contributes a simple and formal proof of correctness for the analysis
of termination based on local measures. We focus on the semantic based approach as
described in [2]. Here, the semantic objects are binary clauses. A binary clause h � b
indicates that a call to h will lead eventually to a call to b. A loop is a binary clause in
which the head and the body specify the same predicate in the program. By definition,
the binary clauses in the semantics of a program are closed under composition (or
unfolding). This means that each loop, including those that consist of a composition of
recursive calls, is represented by a single binary clause in the semantics of the program

In the logic programming setting norms are functions which determine the size of
data-objects, or terms. Program states, or atoms, are measured by so called, level map-
pings. The user typically specifies the norm to be used and then the system searches
for level-mappings which guarantee termination. Examples of norms are the term-size
norm which measures the number of nodes in the tree representing a term, and the
list-length norm measuring the length of a list structure.

The TerminWeb analyzer provides an approximation to the set of loops in a pro-
gram. This is a finite set of ”abstract” binary clauses describing size and instantiation
information. Let us focus here, only on the size information. Abstract binary clauses
are of the form h � µ�b where µ is a linear constraint on the sizes of the terms bound
to the arguments of the atoms in h and in b. For example, choosing the term-size norm,
the following is a description, obtained using TerminWeb, of the loops in any execution
of the Ackermann program:
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ackermann(A,B,C) :- [A=D,E<B], ackermann(D,E,F).
ackermann(A,B,C) :- [D<A], ackermann(D,E,F).

The first abstract binary clause represents all concrete loops in which the sizes of the
first and second arguments are stable and decreasing respectively. The second abstract
binary clause represents all concrete loops in which the size of the first argument is
decreasing.

The main observation in our approach is that non-termination of a program implies
“non-termination” of a single abstract binary clause. Thus a proof of termination is
obtained by showing termination for each individual recursive abstract binary clause.
This is a major strength of the technique as it enables one to apply different measure
functions to argue the termination of the different loops in the program.

The following proposition, a rephrasing of the proposition in [2], captures the prop-
erty that allows termination to be established by considering the termination of the in-
dividual loops, as represented by the binary clauses. We note that the proof given in [2]
does not cover the general case where different measures are applied to different loops.

Proposition: Let P be a logic program,
�
��

�
�
a

a norm function and Ga an initial query
pattern specifying the arguments in the initial query which are rigid1 with respect to the
given norm. Let un fa�P� and callsa�P�Ga� denote the corresponding abstract binary
clauses and abstract calls with respect to this norm. If for each abstract call pattern
p�t̄� in callsa�P�Ga� and matching recursive abstract binary clause of the form p�x̄��
µ� p�ȳ� in un fa�P� there exists a level mapping f such that p�t̄� is rigid with respect to
f and µ j� f �p�x̄��� f �p�ȳ�� then P terminates for all initial queries described by Ga.

We present here a proof of this proposition based on Ramsey’s Theorem [5].

Theorem: [Ramsey’s Theorem] Let A � fha�bi j a�b� IN and a � bg, L be a finite
set of colors and let F : A ��L be a function associating the elements of A with colors
from L . Then, there is a color f�L and an infinite set X � IN such that F �ha�bi� � f
for each a�b� X for which a � b.

Proof for the proposition: Given the premise of the proposition we show that the
assumption that the program does not terminate leads to a contradiction. Let L be the
set of level mappings applied in the premise. The set L must be finite as one level
mapping is chosen for each of a finite number of abstract recursive binary clauses. If
the program does not terminate then there must exist an infinite sequence of calls from
callsa�P�Ga� which arise in a derivation of the program. Moreover, there must be a
subsequence of calls to the same predicate with the same call pattern. We denote this
sequence as C�p1�p2�� � ��pm�� � �. Each pair of calls pi and p j in C such that
i� j corresponds to some abstract recursive binary clause and is hence associated with
a level mapping f � L satisfying f �pi� � f �p j�.

Adopting the notation from Ramsey’s Theorem, let us define a function F : A ��L
which maps each i� j such that i � j with precisely that level mapping f � L as-
sociated with pi and p j. Then, according to the theorem there exists a level map-

1A term is rigid with respect to a given norm if its size does not change under instantiation.
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ping f � L and an infinite set X � IN such that F �hi� ji� � f for each i� j � X such
that i � j. This means that there exists an infinite subsequence C � of C of the form
pi1�pi2�� � ��pik�� � � involving precisely the calls fpi j i � Xg and implying that
f �pik� � f �pik�1� for each k � IN. But since all of these calls are rigid with respect to
the level mapping f this chain cannot be infinite. �

Termination analyses based on different level mappings for different loops turns
out to be quite powerful. In [1] we demonstrate how termination of different loops can
be shown using different norm functions and not only using different level mappings.
We suggest that a useful heuristic in termination analysis is to let the system determine
level mappings for different loops combining one norm for each data-type defined in
the program.

Acknowledgement: Thanks to Uri Abraham who pointed us to Ramsey’s Theorem.
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